U (nT ) = T

exp( iH(t)/~) = U (T )

Mathema'cal ques'ons about
par'cle beam dynamics
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Bunch trains.
Linear stability
theory; IntegrodiﬀerenQal delay
eqns;
Pseudospectra?
Examples of the aperture that we obtain for di↵erent
Single parQcle
ParQcle parameters is shown in Fig.1
dynamics: chaos,
interacQons in a
resonances, basins
bunch: large-N,
Dynamic aperture,
conQnuum vs.
noise vs. Arnol’d
discrete
diﬀusion, KAM and
near-integrability
Translator. Amateur both in mathema'cs and in accelerator beam dynamics.
(Sta's'cal mechanics, dynamical systems, condensed ma<er physics…)

Archishman Raju, Choudhury, David Rubin, JPS

Chaos, KAM,
andobtain
all that
of the aperture
that we
for di↵eren
s is shown in Single
Fig.1parQcle dynamics

Time dependent Hamiltonian H(t) Ignore interac'ons between par'cles
Liouville’s theorem:
px
• Volume-preserving 6D Poincare
map {x, px, y, py, z, pz}
• Emi.ance ~ phase-space volume
of bunch distribuQon
• KAM tori for irraQonal winding
numbers (raQos of ‘betatron tunes’)
• ChaoQc regions at raQonal
‘resonances’
• Dynamic aperture = stability
boundary.

x
{x, px} area preserving map. Black curve is

dynamic aperture for 2nd BCH Floquet Heﬀ. Heﬀ
ignores chaos.
(Archishman Raju, Sayan Choudhury)

Analogy with planetary mo'on
Single parQcle dynamics
Why has the Earth not lef
the Solar System?
The three-body problem.
Billions of years = Billions of orbits
• Solved by Kolmogorov, Arnol’d and Moser (KAM) for
nearly integrable systems (small masses/nonlineariQes)
• Proved, for suﬃciently irraQonal winding numbers, that
tori were preserved
• Solved ‘small denominator’ problem with
superconvergent Newton’s method plus smoothing
• Tori do not parQQon phase space for high dimensions:
Arnol’d diﬀusion expected to connect all chaoQc regions
• Dynamical aperture is probably the complement of an
open dense set of ra;onal chao;c regions

Can we mathema'cally
jus'fy accelerator
physicist’s simpler
picture? Can we formalize
ignoring the chaos?

Archishman Raju, Choudhury, David Rubin, JPS

Avoiding chaos

Single
parQcle
ε x = 1.46nm, (ν x ,ν y ) = (1.562,
0.560)
/ cell.

Figure (1) Lattice functions for 24 period lattice with

2/3

1) Avoiding raQonal winding
numbers (Tune plot)

OperaQng
points

1/3

1/2

Qy

4/3

3/2

5/3

Qx showing cell tune
Figure (2) Working point diagram,

flexibility
for the sextupoles
TBA lattice, to
with
emittance
2) Tuning
cancel
low of 1.46 nm.

order resonances, or (IOTA) generate
DYNAMIC
APERTURE
‘integrable
accelerator’ OPTIMIZATION

dynamics
4D map, single eﬀec've H
px

3) Dynamic
aperture for
x
higher
dimensions
Figure
(3) The betatron tunes Qx (left) and Q
is quite compact.
vs amplitude, ε x = 2 J , for 3 coupling ratios
ParQcle loss,
100%) for the basic 24 period
y lattice with a
emiJance
growth
optimization using 7 sextupole families.
mostly when
resonances
WORKING POINT SEARCH WIT
‘overlap’.
x
HIGHER ORDER OPTIMIZATIO
The one-turn map M , can be expressed as [8]:

:
= A −1 ⎡⎣e:hmap
∆Rcancel
(R oto
) ⎤⎦ A
Can we tune M
nonlinear
all
resonances
region)?expa
h4 +… h8: in
theagenerator
where
:h: = :h3 + (perhaps
∞ integrability?
tune oper
nonlinear fields Fourier,
, R is the
Cthe
Lielinear
operator
∆R a small
tune forms,
shift operator
normal
BCH? and A is

canonical transformation to normalized phas

go from
on in the

Archishman Raju, Choudhury, David Rubin, JPS

Adding noise: sta's'cal mechanics
FIG. 2: Because of the form of the rate given in
Equation 33, we can plot log(T rate) vs 1/T to get a
straight line. We again see that the analytical
approximation given in blue does well at low
temperatures. Error bars are drawn from Poisson
Accelerator bunch
Chemical reacQons
statistics.
X-ray photon noise
Thermal noise
EmiJance
Mean-square vibraQons
Loss rate
ReacQon rate

(26)

ving the
rent and
4]. That

{x, px} map
eﬀecQve H

(28)

ρ(E)

(27)

Emi<ance
E

log(T*rate)

Single parQcle dynamics

Loss rate
1/T

dimensions (Rubin)
(29)HigherFIG.
3: An energy histogram of the
particles
which
do
How
does
the
distribu'on
evolve
in the
‘Integrable’ approximaQon
FIG.
4:
We
compare
our
analytical
prediction
with
not escape compared with the theoretical equilibrium
of for
weak
(Arnol’d
Separate temperatures for x, y, z
numericallimit
results
thetononlinearity
case
(30)
distribution shows that resonances
do
not seem
be where the perturbation
(correct for integrable H plus noise, theory fails
diﬀusion)
weak noise?
Asympto'cs
(⌧ = 1).and
the e↵ective
Hamiltonia
important in describing the dynamics
for the Whereas,
parameter
one temperature for each
generated for
as above
(green and
line)loss
naturally
emi<ances
rates.fails to
values used in the simulation which
are
capture the escape rate, we show that one can simply fi
conserved integral)

Jared Maxson, Bob Meller
(not me)

One bunch: Con'nuum interac'ons
ParQcle interacQons inside a bunch
Up to and around N~1010 parQcles in a bunch.
ConQnuum limit (spacing << Debye length << packet size)?
Integro-diﬀerenQal PDEs, conQnuing algorithmic challenges
Lab frame
Lorentz
contracQon

Bunch frame

Coulomb interacQons suppressed by relaQvity
Space charge:
‘average’
Coulomb
repulsion
6N-D emiJance conserved
6D emiJance retrievable,
if bunch stays ellipQcal

PracQcal emiJance = Δx Δpx Δy Δpy
grows under space charge, other
bunch-warping eﬀects
t

• Intra-beam scaJering
(IBS, diﬀusion)
• Intra-bunch instabiliQes
(head-tail, microwave, …)

Jared Maxson, Jamie Rosenzweig
(not me)

One bunch: Discreteness eﬀects
ParQcle interacQons inside a bunch

Binary collisions cause parQcle loss, increase emiJance
Large angle scaJering (vs. IBS)
‘Touschek eﬀect’: parQcle loss

Can one prove
convergence to large-N
limit [con'nuum +
binary collisions]?
Homogeniza'on?
Analogy to random walk
[CLT + extreme value
sta's'cs]

‘Disorder-induced heaQng’: emiJance growth

Also microbunching
(longitudinal space
charge instability)

+Momentum

Richard Rand, Bob Meller
(not me)

Linear stability theory
Bunch train dynamics

• Bunches lose energy via X-ray radiaQon as they bend (especially electrons in rings).
• Bunches gain energy in resonant caviQes.
Linear mul'-bunch stability theory, bunch ç
è environment. (Nonlinear stability too…)
• RadiaQon from one bunch interacts with other bunches
è Wake ﬁeld instabiliQes
• Walls, ‘Higher-order’ resonances in resonant caviQes excited by bunches
è Beam breakup instability, resisQve wall instability
• ‘Plasma’ scaJering from free electrons and residual gas ions
è Fast ion instability, …
• Time-delayed interacQon via radiaQon, resonances, residual gas
è Integro-diﬀerenQal delay equaQons

Pseudospectra

Nick Trefethen, HoﬀstaeJer
(not me)

Bunch train dynamics
Are accelerator beam instabiliQes like pipe turbulence? (2-stream instability for protons)

Flow of water in a pipe is turbulent for (inerQa/viscous) Re ≥ 4000
Pipe ﬂow is linearly stable, all Re

Blowup

amplitude

100

Non-normal
operators è
Growth & decay
of disturbance in
0 linearized theory

Re(λ)=0

Re(λ)=0

Dots = eigenvalues
lines = pseudospectra

Qme
Pseudospectra = Spectra of
nearby linearized dynamics.
(Structural suscep<bility)

Stable for
inﬁnite bunch
train on linac?
Pseudospectra
to test if
prac'cal
stability =
linearized
stability?
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about
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par'cle beam dynamics
Hamiltonian dynamics, the a
since Kramer, who used the fl
Single par'cle
to calculate
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strong
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the e↵ectiv
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Does nonlinear map tuned to cancel all
for both section
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the previous
resonances converge to eﬀec've
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original and
dynamics.
Fo
integrable system, jus'fying the simple
level eﬀects?
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3
temperature
the kick, the equations of m
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models? Adding noise and Arnol’d
diﬀusion, can we derive asympto'cs
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Is linear stability theory safe?
Pseudospectral tests
ẋ for
= blowup
p,
due to non-normal eigenvectors

ṗ =

!2 x

Sloppy models and mul'parameter
emi<ance op'miza'on
Rubin, Bazarov, Quinn, Raju, Clement, Bergan, He, Bartnik
ΛCDM model
CMB spectra of
space of all
universes

Eigenvalues

100

10-6
Mul<parameter systems sensi<ve to
only a few s<ﬀ eigenvector ‘knobs’,
other direc<ons sloppy

2D Ising
model
Model manifold in behavior space is a
hyperribbon: thin direc<ons from sloppy
parameter combina<ons.
Informa<on geometry, interpola<on
theory, & renormaliza<on group

Emittance Improvements
Sloppy models and mul'parameter
Hessian Knobs

emi<ance op'miza'on

Eigenvalue

1

10-2
CESR storage ring calculated
emiLance depends mostly on only a
few combina<ons of 85 corrector
magnets

VerQcal EmiJance (10-12)

Rubin, Bazarov, Quinn, Raju, Clement, Bergan, He, Bartnik
Experiment
so far

Singular Vectors Searched
Searching s<ﬀ direc<ons of energy (aPer
regular tuning protocol) leads to rapid
emiLance decrease in simula<on, not yet
in experiment

